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The composition of feedstock biomass and the selection of fermenting microorganisms are critical factors in biorefinery design. Feedstock biomass composition is constrained by local supply materials, but microorganism selection affords considerable flexibility. Once biomass feedstock is identified, biorefinery designers need to select optimal fermenting organisms. While fermentation by microorganism communities can increase the range of digested biomass compounds and can be more resistant to infections, it has intrinsic problems in the context of species competition, process design and modeling — issues related to insufficient process control. Using a serial fermentation approach, we offset some of these issues to allow maximal process control, while benefiting from organism diversity to maximize feedstock conversion rates. Here, we describe BioLEGO, a freely available web-based application that enables computer-assisted a single and two-step multiorganism fermentation process design. BioLEGO is based on a modular modeling approach, enabling the generation of different fermentation configurations consisting of independent organism modules. BioLEGO supports the evaluation of possible biomass-to-product yields for biomass mixes or general media and recommends media changes to increase the process efficacy.
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INNOVATION

Although processes in chemical refineries rely on computer-based simulations for decades, the computational simulation and computer-assisted design of fermentation processes are not well developed. The existing models address single-step fermentation configurations only. In this work, we developed a web-based computational service platform, BioLEGO, to simulate the efficiency of biomass fermentation in multi-step processes. Our novel approach to fermentation modeling is serial fermentation particularity relevant for processes that require competing species, or processes with tight control, making modeling of integrated communities less suitable. Briefly, BioLEGO is focused on processes in which each organism is grown separately and then residual media, and the deconstructed organism biomass are transferred for fermentation by the next organism serially. In this work, we provide a novel mathematical modeling approach to designing two-step fermentation processes, a specific case of serial fermentation. BioLEGO enables the assessment of possible biomass-to-product yields for mixtures of biomasses or general media according to various fermentation configurations. It also provides recommendations for media content optimization according to gradient analysis of the computed production rates.

INTRODUCTION

Economically efficient, socially and environmentally sustainable conversion of biomass into valuable products, such as chemicals, food and fuels, is a major contemporary challenge for science, governments and businesses worldwide. Biorefineries integrate all the aspects of biomass processing flow, such as biomass growth, harvesting and fermentation together with distribution of the resulted biofuels and elimination of remaining waste. Clearly, the composition of the feedstock biomass and the ability of microorganisms to efficiently ferment it are two most critical factors influencing the efficiency biorefineries. While the first factor is heavily influenced by available local raw supply materials, the biorefinery engineers/designers have relative flexibility in designing the fermentation setup. Although processes in chemical refineries heavily rely on computation simulations for decades, the computational simulation and computer-assisted design of fermentation processes are not well developed and the existing models only address single-step fermentation configurations. In this work, we developed an internet-based computational service platform to simulate the efficiency of biomass fermentation in multistep processes.

Once the set of feedstocks possibly available for fermentation is identified, biorefinery designers need to select the organisms for the fermentation process. Natural feedstock biomass is composed of various different molecules, such as monosugars (glucose, galactose, rhamnose, xylose, etc.), amino acids (valine, histidine, lysine, etc.), fatty acids (myristic, oleic, palmitic, etc.), fibers (cellulose, hemicellulose, lignin, ulvan, etc.) and others. Thus, the selection of the fermenting organism is not a trivial issue, since most of the organisms cannot metabolize part of the existing biomass components, leading to significant amount of
residual media and low fermentation efficiency. Some existing tools\textsuperscript{2–7} are dedicated for simulations of organism feeding trajectories inside bioreactors. Others aim to predict optimal media concentrations to achieve better fermentation yields\textsuperscript{7–9}. For example, wild type \textit{Saccharomyces cerevisiae}, which is a first-choice organism for bioethanol production, totally utilizes carbohydrates such as xyleose, rhamnose and galactose. One approach to overcoming this deficiency and thereby to improving the bioethanol yields is to genetically modify \textit{S. cerevisiae} to improve sugar–uptake mechanisms. Studies in this direction are undertaken for several years but successful implementation remains an open challenge\textsuperscript{10}. Another approach is to induce or to increase the require functionality in the organism with broader digestion ability. For example, Bond-Watts \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{11} proposed different plasmid inserts into \textit{E. coli} to introduce butanol-producing pathways. However, broad digestion ability of some single organisms reduces the total yields of desired products. For example, \textit{E. coli} is less efficient in production of ethanol from glucose than \textit{S. cerevisiae}\textsuperscript{12,13}.

Fermentation by bacterial communities is a natural alternative to genetic modifications of selected organisms. Community members can be selected to naturally digest the broader range of existing biomass compounds and further convert them to desired products. Indeed, fermentation by communities has some serious drawbacks, such as the need for expertise in growing of several organisms, and understanding of inter-organism interactions and competition for resources. Mathematical modeling of the community-based fermentation process is also further complicated, since the natural inter-organism interactions are still poorly understood\textsuperscript{14} (relatively to intra-organism metabolism) and since mapping of metabolites between models representing individual organisms is not trivial due to the historical multiplicity of naming conventions\textsuperscript{15,16}. There are several approaches for mathematical modeling of the community behavior. For example, the OptCom\textsuperscript{14} methodology proposes a computational framework to describe different intra-species interactions grown together. This framework aims to describe trade-offs between individual vs. community level fitness criteria. Similarly, cFBA\textsuperscript{17} is a method that integrates inter-species interactions to achieve maximal growth rate of the entire bacterial community. The SUMEX\textsuperscript{18} methodology demonstrates the advantage of maximizing the total molar output exchange minus input exchange of metabolites. As a result, higher SUMEX values correspond to better cellular catabolism ability. Another approach\textsuperscript{19} tests the fermentation efficiency of co-cultivating species which require different media compounds.

One of the major technical problems in mathematical modeling of bacterial community behavior is mapping between different \textit{in-silico} models of organisms. Metabolic models of organisms are usually created by independent groups of organism experts, each of them with their own labeling conventions. Alternative models developed using automatic reconstructions that enforce the same naming convention over the entire set of models, do not have sufficient quality and act only as initial drafts for further validation by separate expert groups. Thus specifically recognizing that metabolite \textit{A} in \textit{Model1} is the same metabolite as \textit{B} in \textit{Model2}, is a time-consuming and error-prone task.

Another challenge intrinsic to existing metabolic networks is predefined reaction directionality and, specifically, the bi-directional transporter reactions. In some growth conditions, these reactions may insert a target metabolite into the cell, while in others they facilitate its secretion to outside. Thus, connecting two organisms by shared metabolites is problematic, since we cannot make any assumption regarding flux direction of these metabolites. However, if we grow organisms in different bioreactors, we can have a full control on the directionality of the metabolic flux between the organisms. Thus, existing mathematical modeling should be adapted to these realities.

One of the possible approaches to allow for better and predictable control of the inter-organism relations in communities stems from the idea of serial fermentation. In this approach, we trade off the possible benefits of inter-organism interactions, as demonstrated by the above methods, in favor of increased control. Briefly, this means constructing a process in which each organism is grown separately and then residual media together with resulted grown and decomposed biomass are transferred to the next organism in the chain. This approach has an advantage in the context of broader biomass components utilization, allowing for tighter process control. In addition, serial fermentation removes the demand for community growing expertise (only single-organism growing expertise is required), increases the process flexibility (the modification of one fermenting organism will have low impact on the inter-organism interactions) and simplifies the mathematical process modeling. The simplification of the mathematical modeling is vital in the fermentation design stage since the estimation of expected system efficiency prior to its implementation by simulation will reduce the number of experiments required for process optimization and will provide a new tool for the efficient process design.

In previous work, we have also shown that energy efficient mixing could further improve the net energy balance of the marine biorefinery\textsuperscript{20}. We have also demonstrated the potential of the two-step fermentation approach as a means to increase the yields of ethanol production and carbon utilization from a complex macroalgae \textit{Ulva} biomass\textsuperscript{21}. In this paper, we address mathematical modeling aspects of the above-mentioned two-step fermentation process as relevant for processes that require tight control. The implementation of this case is of particular interest, since it will provide practical perspectives on the general serial fermentation process drawbacks and advantages. Specifically, there is a need to evaluate the expected efficiency of proposed single or two-step fermentation processes for the anticipated biomass composition. Mix of biomass composed from different species, such as corn or algae is also of particular interest, since such media can be possibly either be more efficient or cost effective than each single biomass species by itself. Moreover, the composition of the available biomass can be subtly adjusted by changing growing conditions\textsuperscript{22,23}, thus further leading to increased process efficiency.

Here, we present BioLEGO\textsuperscript{24} — a freely available modeling web service with friendly and totally intuitive interface that enables modeling and evaluation of the expected performance of single and two-step fermentation processes. We propose and implement a flexible modular modeling approach enabling smooth generation of different fermentation configurations consisting of independent encapsulated modules (see ‘Methods’), representing individual organisms. In addition, the BioLEGO web service enables assessment of possible product amounts that can be achieved from specific biomass, mix of biomasses or general media according to various fermentation configurations. Moreover, it provides recommendations for media content improvement according to biomass component gradient analysis (see “Methods”) of estimated production rates.

METHODS

Encapsulated microorganism modules

As described above, the mathematical modeling of the community-based fermentation process is complicated due to the lack of understanding of inter-organism interactions and due to nomenclature differences. To offset these issues, we propose a flexible modular modeling approach making the generation of different fermentation configurations akin to combining LEGO\textsuperscript{25} pieces. In our case, each LEGO piece, called a \textit{module}, contains an encapsulated metabolic model of an individual organism constructed by experts. The underlying metabolic model can be taken from the literature or constructed automatically\textsuperscript{26}. In this section, we address the mathematical aspects of using this approach in formulating biorefinery optimization tasks.

The modular approach – single module

Inspired by the compartmentalized consortium approach\textsuperscript{27}, we address both earlier mentioned problems by encapsulating the existing organism metabolic model in additional (envelope) layer. This leads to sufficiency of mapping between each underlying model and the envelope layer (Fig. 1), thus significantly diminishing the inter-model mapping problem,
although not completely eliminating it. For the purpose of this mapping, we created new metabolite identifiers based on the proposed convention of KEGG DB and continuously updated with the integration of new underlying metabolic models in the BioLEGO website.

For each organism, we define its metabolic model as the internal chamber and create an envelope of four external chambers: media, growth, waste and product. Media refers to the set of media compounds received by organism; growth refers to the set of molecules comprising the organism; waste refers all non-digested and extracted particles; and product refers to the desired product (assuming it can be purified from particles in the waste chamber). The inter-chamber metabolic fluxes are defined to be unidirectional, as presented on Fig. 1. Also, note that there is no direct metabolic flux between the internal chamber and the outside, which allows full control over all the system inputs and outputs. There is a clear mathematical detachment between the digested metabolite A and extracted metabolite A, although practically it can be the same molecule.

This feature of our modular approach is key to enabling, by combining modules as described below, simple modeling that faithfully represents a controllable process.

The modular approach – combining modules

Once we create the envelope layer around each module (based on the underlying metabolic model), any combination of these envelopes is as simple as combining LEGO pieces. All that is needed is to define the organism relationship rules of the desired fermentation process. For example, the serial two-step fermentation process can be enforced by the following rules (Table 1), presented as bold arrows in Fig. 2. For comparison, the fermentation process in co-culturing of two organisms is enforced by the set of rules presented in Table 2 below. Note that Rule 1.3 transferring ‘Growth Org 1’ to ‘Media Org 2’ does not exist in the co-culture system, since cellular components of Organism 1 cannot be decomposed in the real time and returned to media. In a co-culture system, we introduce additional possible metabolite flux directions, transferring particles secreted by the second organism as media to the first, as well as providing the entire initial feedstock media to the second organism (Rule 2.7 and Rule 2.6, respectively).

MATHEMATICAL MODELING

Flux balance analysis

Mathematical simulations of biomass utilization and ethanol production yields are performed according to a commonly used Flux Balance Analysis (FBA) methodology, which is a sub-class of Constraint-Based Modeling (CBM) mathematical modeling frameworks. This method analyzes internal reaction fluxes based solely on simple physical–chemical constraints, such as reaction stoichiometry and metabolic flux constraints, without requiring exact enzyme
stoichiometric coefficient of metabolite balance constraints dictate that for each metabolite, the sum of fluxes and (ii) maximal/minimal feasible reaction flux constraints. Mass-methods: (i) mass-balance constraints imposed by network stoichiometry for all reactions producing the metabolite is equal to the sum of fluxes a vector of reaction fluxes (\(\mathbf{v}\)) is presented in reconstructions26,29–31.

There are two constraint types widely used in various CBM-based methods: (i) mass-balance constraints imposed by network stoichiometry and (ii) maximal/minimal feasible reaction flux constraints. Mass-balance constraints dictate that for each metabolite, the sum of fluxes for all reactions producing the metabolite is equal to the sum of fluxes consuming it Eq. (1):

\[
S_i v_r = 0
\]

where \(S_i\) is a stoichiometric matrix, in which \(S_{ij}\) corresponds to stoichiometric coefficient of metabolite \(m\) in the reaction \(r\) and \(v_r\) is a vector of reaction fluxes (\(v_r\) is a metabolic flux through reaction \(r\)). Maximal/minimal feasible reaction fluxes (\(v_r^{LB}\) and \(v_r^{UB}\) in Eq. (2) are usually set to \([-\text{Inf};\text{Inf}]\) for bidirectional and \([0:\text{Inf}]\) for unidirectional internal reactions:

\[
v_r^{LB} \leq v_r \leq v_r^{UB}, \quad \forall r \in \text{reactions}
\]

Although the \(v_r^{LB}\) and \(v_r^{UB}\) are set to infinity for most of reactions, the solution space is not unbound; it is limited by constraining the feedstock media uptake rate. In our specific case, the knowledge of actual media uptake rate is not critical, because we are not interested in reaction rates, but rather in total conversion yield (in \%) of biomass into ethanol. Therefore, we assume the uptake rate of 1 gDW\(\text{h}^{-1}\) of media (enforced on the media transporter reactions) and calculate the biomass-to-ethanol conversion yield accordingly. Note that such assumption results in rates very similar to the accepted. For example, common glucose uptake rate assumed by \(E. coli\) is 1.8 gDW\(\text{h}^{-1}\) for glucose minimal media.

FBA is a particular case of the CBM framework, assuming that the modeled organism metabolic network is regulated so as to maximize some cellular function. Organism growth rate is a commonly accepted optimization criterion for unicellular organisms33. The final FBA formulation is presented in Eq. (3), below:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{max} \{v_{\text{Growth}}\} & \quad \text{s.t.:} \\
\text{CMB constraints} &= \left[ \begin{array}{c}
S_i \cdot \mathbf{v} = 0 \\
\mathbf{v}^{LB} \leq \mathbf{v} \leq \mathbf{v}^{UB} \\
\mathbf{v}_{\text{mediatransporters}} = \frac{1}{h} \frac{\text{gDW}}{\text{Media}}
\end{array} \right].
\end{align*}
\]

in which \(v_{\text{Growth}}\) is an artificial growth reaction converting all the organism cellular components into unit of growth. Indeed, there may be many possible sets of fluxes that satisfy all of the CBM constraints and maximize \(v_{\text{Growth}}\).

There are several approaches aiming to further constrain the possible flux space represented by Eq. (1,2). For example, TMFA35 provides a methodology to enforce the reaction directionality according to reaction free energy values (\(\Delta G\)). This method requires prior knowledge of \(\Delta G\), of which exact values are known only for a minority of the reactions. The approximation of these values is also possible34. Another approach to limit the flux space is by introducing topological constraints, as presented by FBAwMC methodology35. This method is based on molecular crowding considerations, providing a mathematical framework to limit the amount of molecules which can simultaneously appear in the cell. Thus, this system is limiting the rates of corresponding reactions. Although beneficial, currently these and other additional constraints are not integrated in BioLEGO.

Note that under fluxes that maximize growth rate as described by Eq. (3), each non-growth reaction (e.g., ethanol production) may have a range of possible values. Modeling aims to estimate this range, formally described as Flux Variability Analysis (FVA)36, as presented in Eq. (4):

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{max} \text{ or } \text{min} \{v_{\text{ethanol}}\} & \quad \text{s.t.:} \\
\text{CMB constraints} &= \left[ \begin{array}{c}
S_i \cdot \mathbf{v} = 0 \\
\mathbf{v}^{LB} \leq \mathbf{v} \leq \mathbf{v}^{UB} \\
\mathbf{v}_{\text{mediatransporters}} = \frac{1}{h} \frac{\text{gDW}}{\text{Media}}
\end{array} \right].
\end{align*}
\]

In BioLEGO, we perform evaluation steps under this general framework and combine them. All the linear optimizations are performed using GNU Linear Programming Kit37 for solving linear programming problems.

### Modeling a single encapsulated module

Several adjustments to the existing CBM constraints Eq. (1,2) are required to create the encapsulation of the existing metabolic models as described above (Fig. 1). First, the encapsulation of the underlying organism stoichiometric model (\(S\)-matrix from Eq. (1)) is created (Fig. 3), resulting \(S_{\text{enc}}\) matrix.

For each exterior non-product metabolite existing in the underlying metabolic model of organism or in the fermented media, we add rows both to \(\text{media}\) and \(\text{waste}\) chambers. Another row(s) is created for the desired product as \(\text{product}\) chamber. Finally, additional rows are added for each cellular content component to construct \(\text{growth}\) chamber. Once all novel metabolites are introduced into the matrix, we add reaction columns corresponding to the permitted inter-chamber flux directionality (Fig. 1). For example ((Fig. 3, \(\text{Internal} \rightarrow \text{Growth}\) column), we add reactions transferring cellular components to the metabolites of the Growth chamber, which represents the decomposition process of organism cellular components possibly existing between the bioreactors. In addition, temporary columns are added to simulate metabolite exchange with the environment. These columns are omitted in the construction of the two-step fermentation process. The upper and lower boundaries for all the newly added inter-chamber reactions in the system are set to \([0:\text{Inf}]\), thus mathematically enforcing existing inter-chamber metabolic flux.

To estimate the fermentation characteristics of a single module, i.e., the fermentation potential of a single organism, the bi-level FVA36 framework is formulated as described in Eq. (5) below:
Basically, this equals to substituting $S_{\text{Env}}$ into the general variable $S$ and to the addition of inter-chamber reactions boundaries in Eq. (4).

Modeling two-step fermentation process

Simulating the two-step fermentation process adds another complexity level. We have developed a mathematical modeling formulation and framework for this task, as follows. First, we combine both used organism modules into the single stoichiometric system, described by $S_{\text{System}}$ matrix (Fig. 4) according to the rules describing the two-step fermentation process (Fig. 2 and Table 1).

$$
\text{max} / \text{min}\{\text{Total Product} = v_{\text{ethanol}}\} \\
\begin{align}
\text{CBM Constraints} &= \begin{cases} 
S_{\text{Env}} \cdot v = 0 \\
\bar{v}_r^L \leq v_r \leq \bar{v}_r^U : \forall r \in \text{Originally existing model reactions} \\
0 \leq v_r \leq \text{Inf} : \forall r \in \text{Novel inter-chamber reactions} \\
v_{\text{IN Feedback Media}} = \frac{1}{h} \text{Media}
\end{cases} \quad (\star)
\end{align}
$$

$S_{\text{System}}$ is a maximal solution of
$$
\begin{align}
\text{max} \{v_{\text{Growth}}\} \quad \text{s.t.} \\
\text{CBM Constraints = […] – Same as (\star)}
\end{align}
$$

The matrix $S_{\text{System}}$ is created by appending $S_{\text{Env}}$ modules for both organisms (while removing columns describing interactions with the environment) and addition of columns for reaction-transferring metabolites according to predefined rules. Columns describing metabolic exchanges with the environment are added outside of organism modules as presented on Fig. 4. Again, we set the reaction boundaries for all newly added reactions are set to $[0;\text{Inf}]$, similar to inter-chamber case.

The resulting FVA framework is updated from the bi-level to the tri-level formulation, as described by Eq. (6):

$$
\begin{align}
\text{max} / \text{min}\{\text{Total Product} = \text{Org-1-ethanol} + \text{Org-2-ethanol}\} \\
\begin{align}
\text{CBM Constraints} &= \begin{cases} 
S_{\text{System}} \cdot v = 0 \\
\bar{v}_r^L \leq v_r \leq \bar{v}_r^U : \forall r \in \text{Originally existing model reactions} \\
0 \leq v_r \leq \text{Inf} : \forall r \in \text{Inter-chamber & Inter-module reactions} \\
v_{\text{IN Feedstock Media}} = \frac{1}{h} \text{Media}
\end{cases} \quad (**)
\end{align}
$$

$v_{\text{Org1-Growth}}$ is a maximal solution of
$$
\begin{align}
\text{max} \{v_{\text{Org1-Growth}}\} \quad \text{s.t.} \\
\text{CBM constraints = […] – Same as (**)}
\end{align}
$$

Namely, initially we estimate the maximal growth rate of the first organism in the fermentation process according to the given feedstock media and the stoichiometric constraints ($S_{\text{System}}$). Next, we not only estimate the maximal growth rate of the second organism under the same feedstock media and $S_{\text{System}}$, but also limiting the growth rate of the first to the calculated maximum. And finally, we estimate maximal and minimal total ethanol production rates under original feedstock media and stoichiometry constraints together with limiting growth rates of first and second organisms to the calculated values.

Assessment of media changes and the calculation of media gradients

The optimizations of the input media composition are performed using the gradient of the product relative to the media. The component $i$ of the gradient direction vector for function $f$ at some arbitrary point $x_0$ is defined according to Eq. (7):

$$
\nabla f_i(x_0) = \lim_{\delta \to 0} \frac{f(x_0 + \delta \cdot \varepsilon_i) - f(x_0)}{\delta},
$$

(7)
To calculate the media gradient we first calculate the \( f(x_0) \) according to Eq. (6). Then, we iteratively increase the amount of each media particle (each particle \( i \) corresponds to the \( i \)-th component of the vector \( x_0 \)) by small \( \delta \) (currently pre-set to 0.01 mg) and estimate the gradient vector \( \nabla f(x_0) \).

Once gradient direction is estimated, the media composition is updated by an \( a \)-step (varying in range \((0;1]\) while enforcing the media vector to non-negative values) in this direction, which is the direction of maximal product increase, while keeping the total media weight constant Eq. (8).

\[
\text{Update: } \overrightarrow{x}_1 \leftarrow \overrightarrow{x}_0 + a \nabla f(\overrightarrow{x}_0) \quad (8a)
\]

\[
\text{Normalization: } \overrightarrow{x}_1 \rightarrow \overrightarrow{x}_1 \left| \overrightarrow{x}_1 \right| \quad (8b)
\]

The process is iteratively repeated for the new point until convergence to the local maximum is achieved or maximal number of iterations is reached.

This method is targeted to identify slight media adjustments that can be a result either of changes in fermentation fertilizers or of changes in feedstock biomass growing condition. To evaluate the expected efficiency associated with more significant media changes obtained by mix of different feedstocks, BioLEGO provides the dedicated option in the user interface.

**RESULTS**

The BioLEGO web-based application

The BioLEGO web service is dedicated to create a user-friendly web interface (Fig. 5) to estimate the expected efficiency of different fermentation setups for the selected complex media, such as decomposed corn or algal biomass. It does not require any special programming skills or other similar expertise from the user, neither does it require any time and resource investments in the installation of MATLAB\(^3\) or dedicated metabolism simulating tools. Moreover, it provides several novel unique simulation capabilities, such as the simulation of two-step fermentation process and optimization of input media.

In order to evaluate the fermentation configuration for the media of interest, the user needs to perform several simple steps. First, he needs to provide the relevant media as input, which can be done by the addition of each individual molecule and its relative quantity (Fig. 5e) or by selecting one or mix of two predefined media and then adjusting its content (Fig. 5a). Next, user should choose the desired acting organisms and their fermentation configuration (Fig. 5c). Several configurations can be tested simultaneously. Finally, the user should select the requested output product (Fig. 5b). Although the current numbers of predefined media, fermenting organisms and target products are still not significant, BioLEGO website is constantly updated with new options. More details on BioLEGO options can be found on the website: http://bioinfo.cs.technion.ac.il/people/zohar/BioLEGO.
System usage examples
In this section, we describe two illustrative scenarios for BioLEGO usage.

Biomass optimization and single-step fermentation of corn cobs by WT and RN1016 yeast
First, suppose we want to compare single-step fermentation efficiency of corn cobs between two different yeast species: wild type (WT) and recombinant (RN1016), which has a *Pirromyces* xylose-isomerase in its genome that facilitates the fermentation of both glucose and xylose to ethanol. Moreover, we want to test the potential of slight corn cob biomass changes to enhance this process. As expected, the input to the system will be the choice of a single default medium = “Corn Cobs” and both yeast species. In addition, one needs to select calculation of gradients for maximal and minimal ethanol production and check all relevant fermentation configurations (Fig. 6a).

![Figure 5](http://bioinfo.cs.technion.ac.il/people/zohar/BioLEGO) (a) Selection of default input feedstock media, (b) selection of target product, (c) choice of fermentation configuration, (d) additional input and output options and (e) list of selected media components and their quantities.

![Figure 6](http://bioinfo.cs.technion.ac.il/people/zohar/BioLEGO) (a) Input configuration and (b) output summary.

The simulation for both species should take less than 10 minutes (average of three runs is 5.54) on the current server (six cores of 2.53 GHz, 8 GB total memory). Results (Fig. 6b) show that WT yeast should produce 132.5–164.8 g ethanol per 1 kg of corn cobs (g/kg). These estimations are well correlated with the experimental results demonstrated by Eylen et al. where yield of 158 g/kg was demonstrated. On the other hand, for the RN1016 yeast we predict a production rate of 268.7–300.8 g/kg, which is significantly higher than the reported 197 g/kg. This disagreement is expected because, as we mentioned earlier, the assumption of highly efficient xylose digestion efficiency by *S. cerevisiae* is still problematic.

To fix this issue, the underlying metabolic model of RN1016 yeast can be refined by limiting the rate of xylose-isomerase reaction to fit the experimental results reported above. Indeed, such an update would require sufficient understanding both of FBA modeling methodology as well as of yeast metabolic behavior.
The analysis of possibly improving corn cob biomass composition yields some expected results and some that we less expected absent the detailed calculations (Supplementary Fig. 1). As expected, our simulations suggest decreasing the relative weight of all non-digested particles, while increasing glucose or glucose and xylose relative weights for WT and for RN1016 yeasts, respectively. Interestingly, system suggestions for maximizing minimal versus maximal ethanol productions differ for several amino acids. For example, for maximizing minimal ethanol production, our system proposes to increase the proportion of valine, lysine and isoleucine, while it is unnecessary for maximizing maximal ethanol production.

Two-step fermentation of 2:1 mix of U. lactuca and K. alvarezii algal biomasses by E. coli and WT S. cerevisiae

The second case scenario we describe here is the evaluation of efficiency of a two-step fermentation process for 2:1 mix of U. lactuca and K. alvarezii algal biomasses by E. coli and WT S. cerevisiae. We would like to estimate both configuration directions, i.e., E. coli followed by yeast and vice versa. In addition, we want to compare the efficiency of the two-step fermentation process to the single-step fermentation by each organism separately and by the organism co-culture. The last configuration is created according to the rules presented in Table 2. To achieve all these targets, the input to the system will be the choice of two default media: “U. lactuca” and “K. alvarezii” and both desired organisms. In addition, one needs to provide the ratio of the selected biomasses and check all relevant fermentation configurations (Fig. 7a).

The simulation for all five configurations should take less than one minute (average of three runs is 31 seconds) on the current server (six cores of 2.53 GHz, 8 GB total memory). Simulation results (Fig. 7b) predict that two-step fermentation starting with WT yeast should produce 168.4–170.8 g ethanol per 1 kg of media mix, which has clear advantage over all other scenarios, demonstrating ethanol production yield of 142.4–148.1 g of ethanol for WT S. cerevisiae alone or around 90–100 g of ethanol for E.coli consisting scenarios. Note that the last value includes evaluation of the co-culturing setup estimation, predicting 90.4–97.7 g of ethanol per 1 kg of media mix.

This use case therefore demonstrates the usefulness of our modeling approach in designing a fermentation process.

DISCUSSION

Computational and modeling issues and limitations

Several aspects should be considered when using BioLEGO and applying its results. One issue is the mapping between different naming conventions of incorporated underlying metabolic models. Although this problem was significantly diminished by the introduction of our envelope layer, there still exists a mapping of metabolites between each underlying metabolic model to the BioLEGO envelope and such mapping can be imprecise due to nomenclature differences.

Another inherent issue is the quality of underlying metabolic models for fermenting organisms. Indeed, these models were created and validated by experts, but there is a non-negligible gap between the actual
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**SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION**

**Supplementary Figure 1** BioLEGO run for comparison of single-step fermentation efficiency of corn cobs by WT and RN1016 yeasts. Ten steps of gradient search for improvement of corn cob biomass composition were performed to increase ethanol production yield. The green color refers to increasing relative component weight; red color refers to decreasing relative component weight. (a) Maximizing minimal ethanol production and (b) maximizing maximal ethanol production.